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Road Roughness: Its Elements and Measurement

W.R. HUDSON

The purpose of this paper is to summar¡ze the ¡mportance of rational and

compatible measurements of road roughness and to point out some of the
problems of and possible methods for mak¡ng such compatible measurements,

Some ideas are also set forth for a general roughness index that could be

used on a worldwide basis for comparing roughness of both paved and un-
paved surfaces and for evaluat¡ng both road serviceab¡l¡ty and vehicle operat-
ing costs. lt ¡s íntended to provide an assessment of the current state of the
art and a comparative evaluation of alternative surface (paved and unpaved)
roughness measurement methodologies, with part¡cular attention to evaluat-
¡ng and us¡ng the ¡mportant relationships between vehicle operating costs
and road surface condition. There is a need fo¡ a common scale for mea-
suring roughness, F¡rst, we must be able to compare results of research
on vehicle operating cost relationships from several research studies (for
example, ¡n Kenya, Brazil, and lndia) and to evaluate the magn¡tude and
nature of errors associated w¡th applying relationsh¡p6 developed in one
country to other countries. Second, if we apply the veh¡cle operating
costs and road deterioration relationsh¡ps to other countries (which is

already being done), then we obviously need to measure roughness on a
common scale.

One of the primary operating characteristícs of a
road, v¿hether paved or unpaved, is the level of
service that it provides to its users. In turn' the
varÍation of this fevet of service or serviceability
with tine provides one measure of the road's perfor-
mance. This performance, and the cost and benefit
irnplications thereof, are the prinary outputs of a

pavement management systen. In 1960, Carey and
lrick (1) showed that surface roughness wâs the
primary variable needed to explain the driver's
opiníon of the quality of the serviceability pro-
vided by a pavement surface, (i.e., its desirability
for use). .More recently, research has shown that
user costs are also related to roughness, particu-
larly on rougher-paved and unpaved roads. The Kenya
highway design standards study, con¿luctèd by the
Transport and Road Research Laboratory (TRRL) and
the World Bank from 1971 to 1975 demonstrated the
relation of vehicle operating costs to road rough-
ness (2). Prefiminary results of a similar study in
BraziI give the sarne general conclusions.

what is road roughness and how can it best be
defined? Some people tafk about smoothnessi others,
serviceability. The Canadians tal-k of riding com-
fort¡ and there are national comnittees in the
United States to evaluate riding quality. stiII
others talk of surface profile. In the European
committees of the Pernanent International Associa-
tion of Road Congresses (PIARC), the English term
roughness translates as unevenness, because their
Iiteral translatÍon of roughness has come to be
associated with surface texture and skid resistance
or hydropl-aning. ln this paper, road roughness ând
smoothness are defined as being opposite ends of the
same scale. A general definition of roughness must
describe those surface characteristics of a pavement
that affect vehicle operating costs and the riding
quality of that pavement as perceived by the híghway
user.

The measuring of roughness is inportant in terms
of evaluating road surfaces and their perfornance.
It is also very important in terms of evaLuating
vehicle operating costs' as outlined above. The
accuracy in measurement required for these various
purposes may vary, ãs it may also vary between very
rough roads (such as gravel and earth roads) and
reì-atively s¡nooth, or paved, roads. rn the face of
these diverse needs, it is important that a compati-
ble roughness scale be made available for worldwide
u se.

NEED FOR COI'{PATIBILITY OR GENERÂLITY

Diverse measurements of roughness are used around
the worId. Comparison of equality anong these
neasurements is not feasible because no roughness
measuring system is capable of giving equal results
for al-I conditions. Rather, it is essential to
ensure that we have conpatíble measurements. Given
proper consideration, cornpatibility among the var-
ious neasuring systems can be provided. This com-
patibility involves two levels of concern:

1. Extêrnal- compatibitity, which is related to
whether the results of one agencyrs or countryrs
work have a quantitative relationship or neaning
with those of another agency or country, and

2. Internal conpatibility, which is related to
correlation of results and repeatabifity' within an
agency or country.

This second aspect of compatibility is well illu-
strated by the Brazil-ian project. It is essential-
that all measurements made in Brazil be compatibÌe
wíth each other, even though it is not possible to
make all the measurements with a single instrument.

As an iflustration of the probl-em of external
compatibility, results of studies in -(gnya can be
conpared with the findings in Brazil onty if the two
sets of roughness data are conpatible. It will be
important to compare data from Kenya' Brazil, and
India to examine transferability of data. This can
best be accomplished by establishing a General
Roughness Index (cRI) that can be used as a compati-
b1e base of conparison. This is preferable to
selecting any particular measurement system, which
itself may be changing and may not be availabl-e to a
particular potential user agency.

If a GRI is used, thên the natter resolves to the
providing of a way to deternine the GRI in a partic-
ular instance.

ROAD ROUGHNESS

Road serviceability, or riding quality' is Largely a

function of road roughness. Stualies made at the
¡\merican Association of State Highway Officials
(AASHO) road test (I) have shown that about 95
percent of the road user's perception of the ser-
viceability of a road results fron the roughness of
its surface profile. That is to say, the correla-
tion coefficients in the present serviceabí1ity
index (PSI) equation studies improved only about 5

percent when other factors were added (! Lo the
index. Hveem discusses thís problen in several
pâpers (3). He states that "there is no doubt that
mankind has long thought of road smoothness or
roughness as being synonymous vrith pleasant or
unpl-easant." New econonic engineering research has
Shown that the effect of roughness on transportation
costs may be more inportant than the effect on
riding comfort. This aspect is of overwhelning
importance in J-ow-income, developing countries.
Roughness of the road surface is not easily de-
scribed or defined, and the effects of a given
degree of roughness vary considerably with the speed
and cháracteristics of the vehicle that uses the
road.

Definítion of Roughness

Road roughness is a phenonenon that results from the



Figure 1. Relation among resonant frequencies of cars. car speed, and pave-

ment surface wavelength.
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interaction of the road surface profile and any
vehicle that travefs over that surface. It is
experiencecl by the vehicle, its operator, and any
passengers or cargo. Roughness is a function of the
road surface profile and certain parameters of the
vehicle, including tires, suspension, body nounts,
and seats as weII as of the sensibilities of the
passengers and driver to acceleration and speed.

Hudson and Haas (!) refer to rrpavement roughness"
as the "distortion of ride quality." This defini-
tion is intended to refer to the road surface,
whether paved or unpaved. Safety considerat,ions
influence the acceptance of roughness, and the
important econonic aspects of roughness on vehicle
operating costs should be recognized. For this
paper, the foll-owing definition of road roughness is
suggested: the dístortion of the road surface that
contributes to an undesirable, unsafe, unecononical,
or unconfortable ride. A slightly different defini-
tion night be as follows: the distortion of the
road surface that imparts undesirable vertical
âccelerations and forces to the vehicle or to its
riders and thus contributes to an undesirable,
uneconomical, unsafe, or uncomfortable ride.

A rider in a vehicle that passes over a road
surface experiences a ride sensation. This ride
sensation is a function of (a) the longitudinal road
profile, (b) the vehicle parameters, and (c) the
vehicle speed. A variation of any one of these
three variables can make a rough road profile appear
smooth or rough. Therefore, we might say that, from
a passenger's viewpoint, roughness is an undesirable
combination of road profile, vehicle parameters, and
speed. Riding characterísÈics of airplanes are also
affected by the properties of airfield surfaces and
of the aircraft. Vertical accel-erations of suffi-
cient nagnitude to critically affect safety of
aircraft operations are sometimes obtained over poor
surfaces.

Most drivers have experienced the sensation of
improving a ride on a particular road by either
slowing down or speeding up. This indicaÈes that
the road surface profile contains roughness waves or
undulations of a length that, vrhen driven over at a
particular speed, produce an excitation in the
vehicle at one of the vehicle's resonant frequen-
cies. Since a normal vehicl-e is a simple mechanical
vibrating system n:de up of the mass of the vehicle'
the springs on which it ridesr and the shock ab-
sorbers, at a particular frequency of vibration or
bouncing of any vehicle, the vibrations tend to
increase in amplitude. This is normally called the
resonant frequency. The typical passenger car has
resonant frequencies of betv¿een l- and l0 cycles/s
(Figure I). This relationship indicates that, at
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any particuJ-ar speed of travel, there is a road
profile wavelength that will excite the vehÍcIe at
one of its resonant frequencies and thus cause
excessive vibration or bouncing. rf the amplitude
of that resonant wavel-ength is large, the vibration
or verticaL accelerations imparted to the vehicle
rnay be quite noticeable. Since vertical accelera-
tions impart significant vertical force, these
wavelengths result in significant forces applied to
the vehicle, which can result in damage to vehicle
components and increased operating costs, as wel-I as
in an unsafe and unconfortable ride.

In general, most vehicles in a particular class
(e.9., passenger cars as one class and trucks as
another class) possess si¡nilar characteristics and,
for any particular road surface, most vehicles in
the sane class wil-l be driven at about the same

speed. With two of these variables held relatively
fixed, the excitation of the vehicle, and thus the
riding quality and vertical forces on the vehicJ-e,
becomes primarily a function of the wavelength
content of the road profile surface.

EvaIuaÈion

Roughness evaluation has received considerable
attention from many highway and airport agencies in
North America in the last three decades. Roughness
is the prirnary component of pavement serviceability,
and a large nunber of different roughness measures
are ín current use to evaluate such serviceability.
Some of the more wideì-y used methods for measuring
roughness, correlatÍng measurements, and applying
the results are outlined elsewhere (5). Many of
these measure¡nents have involved roughness percep-
tion by the highway user as a very important factor,
and thus roughness measurements have generally
excLuded surface texture and microtexture of surface
aggregates because these are not perceived by the
user to affect riding comfort.

The dianeter of surface stone used in gravel and
surface-treated roads that causes noise discernable
to the user does have an effecÈ on user perceptíon
and affects road roughness by this definitign. It
ís not yet known whether these kinds of microvari-
ations affec! vehicle operating costs and safety.

Road Profile

Many authors, such as Darlington (6) and Carey (7),
think that pavement profile does the best job of
characterizing roughness. In terms of pavement
profile, roughness can be defined as the sunnation
of varíatíons in the surface profile of the pave-
ment. Profiles in this sense do not include the
overall geometry of the road but are 1i¡nited to
wavelengths Ín the surface of the pavement between
approximately 0.031 and 152.4 m (0.1 and 500 ft) in
Iength. In Darl-Íngtonrs terms, roughness is ilthe
analysis of the pavement profile or of the random
signal known as profile."

Carey (7) points out four fundamental uses of
pavement surface profiles or roughness measurements:

1. To maintain construction quality control-i
2. To locate abnormal changes in the highway,

such as drainage, subsurface problems, or extreme
construction def iciencies ;

3. To establish a systemwide basis for allocation
or road maintenance resourcesi and

4. To identify road serviceabifity-performance
Iife histories for evaluation of al-ternative designs.

fn su¡nmary, then, a road profile is a detailed
recording of surface characteristics, and roughness
or snoothness is a statistic that su¡nmarizes these
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characteristics and provides a measure of riding
quality of a road.

Once the surface characteristics of a road are
sumnarized, it is essentiãl to establish a scale for
this stãtistic, or su¡nnary, va1ue. This can be done
in many ways, as pointed out by Darlington (6).
Traditionall-y, the two basic rvays of determining
this statistic are

1. Mechanical integration and
2. Mathematical integration or analysis.

The first of these methoals is the most commoni
that is, the use of some mechanical instrument or
device such as the Bureau of Public Roads (BPR)

Roughometer (Fígure 2) or TRRL Bump Intègrator to
mechanically filter and summarize the data in a
specÍfied way. The second method involves recording
the profile as faithfully as possible and then
anal-yzing or integrating this profile mathematically
with some standard mathenatical procedure, such as
that outlined by Wa1ker an¿l Hudson (8 ,9), Roberts
and Hudson (10r!L) r Quinn (!2) , and Darlington (6) .

The most cofnmon methods in current use for mechani-
cal- measurement and summary include the BPR Rough-
ometer (I3) 15), the very similar TRRL Bump Integra-
tor (fg), the Portland Cement Association (PcA)
Roadmeter (15), the llays ¡4eter (9'16), the Carey
Huckins, Leathers, and other Engineers (CHLOE)

Profilometer (17), and the land p1ane, Profilograph,
or rolling straightedge (Figure 3) (!Z). A nunber
of studies have been made to compare these instru-
ments, as outlined elsewhere (5r6).

A word of el-aboration is needed on the term
mechanical-Iy filtered, outlined above for the BPR

Roughoneter. Instrumênts such as the BPR Rough-
ometer, the PCA Road Meter, and the ¡4ays Meter use
the vehicle itself as a mechanical filter for pro-
cessing the profile and su¡nmarizing, in effect' the
response of a particular vehicle (in its specific
condition) to the road profile.

If the mechanical characteristics of the measur-
ing vehicte could be set and maintained at a desíred
preselected feveI, then the resulting su¡nmary sta-
tistics could be directly related to the economics
or safety of a specific vehicl-e cl-ass. Unfortu-
nately, due to the many parameters and the great
variability invoJ-ved, the use of the Bunp Integrator
or BPR Roughometer results' rather than the profile
itself, introduces great measurement and analytical
complications.

Since so ¡nuch has been written about the various
instruments avaílable, we will not attempt in this
short paper to review aLl these neasurenent nethods
in detail. Summaries are included el-sewhere (5,18).

COMPARISON OF MEASUREMENT AND SUMMARY TECHNIOUES

Regardless of the type of measurement and sufìInary
techniques used, it is êssential that a good refer-
ence be established and maintained. It is equally
important that accuracy in summãtion be maíntained.
every different instrument has a different readout
scaLer and even seeningly identicaf instruments must
be calibrated so that the observed readout is mean-
ingful. This readout scaling and consistency are
central to this paper.

Darl-ington (6) poínts out Èhat three basic refer-
ence methods have been used historicaJ-Iy:

I. A so-cal-Ied rolling straightedge, or land
plane, as illustrated in Figure 3t

2. An inertial nass, as used in the BPR Rough-
ometer (Figure 2)r the Mays Meter, and the PCÀ Road
Meter (in the latter two cases, the automobile forms
the inertial mass); and
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3. An inertial reference profilometer, such as
the Surface Dynanícs or General Motors Profilometer,
where an external reference is provided.

Figure 4 il-Iustrates by means of a Bode plot the
transfer function or response of several types of
profilers to the input of road roughness. The
problem is that the straightêdge, or land plane
device, is so erratic in its response as Èo be
relatively usel-ess. The course shown in Figure 4

reflects that roughness wavelengths that are any
multiple of the length of the straightedge result in
zero output fro¡n the device.

Darlington simulated the response of the BPR
Roughometer, vibroneter, or seisrnic reference device
(whichever you prefer to call- it) on an analog
computer, by using measured physical characteristics
of the instrument. His analysis shows that the
roughometer-type device yields reasonable results
for wavelengths in the range of. I.22-4.26 m (4-l-4
ft). wavelengths in the range of 4.26-5.48 m (14-18
ft) are badly distorted, and wavelengths beyond 6.70
m (22 ft) rapidly attenuate to zero effect.

Figure 2. Schemat¡c diagram of BPR roughometer.

Figure 3. Land plane roughness device somet¡mes called pro{ilograph or rolling
straightedge,

Figure 4. Theoret¡cal differences between SD Profilometer, CHLOE. rolling
straightedges, and seism¡c roughometer.
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Figure 5. S¡ngle-Po¡nt BPR calibration problems.
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ROUG¡¡NESS CALIBRATION AND CORRELATION

The earliest roughness measurernents were reported by
Hogentogl-er as far back as 1923. Earl-y development
of the Roughoneter was reported in 1926 (19). Even
in these early developments, the need for cal-ibra-
tion was readily recognized. Fron 194I, when the
BPR Roughometer became standardized, BPR (now the
Federal Highway Administration) maint.ained a stan-
dard cal-ibration section for testing any new or
modified BPR Roughometer. It was observed from the
beginning that instruments manufactured as nearly
al-ike as possible did not record the sane roughness
value for the same pavement. The fallacy of this
calibration section is discussed by Budson and Hain
(]3).

It is not possible to calibrate a dynamic instru-
nent at a single point over its range and expect the
calibration to be sati.sfactory for use of the in-
strunent over a full range of roughness. This is
il-Iustrated in Figure 5, r,rhere a standard roughness
section that has a value of 10 has been set up. we
rnight assune that any other instrument that reads 10
would be calibrated to the standard value. In fact,
this assumption is depicted by the solid line of
equality in the figure. This line assumes that, if
an instrument reads f0, it is calibrated and thus
will- read 20 when the standard instrument reads 20,
and 30 when the standard instrument reads 30.
Alternatively, line l ill-ustrates a plausible case
of a linear relationship, where instrument I is
calibrated to the standard instrument on the section
of val-ue 10. Without additional test points we h/ould
not realize that the slope of the calibration tine
is really different from the assumed line of equal-
ity. Dashed line 2 Íllustrates a more conpl-ex case
of nonlinear relationship that would, of course,
al-so be missed with the single-point calibration.

Roughometer Calibration Course: AASHO Road Test

As reported by Hudson and Hain (11), there was a
need to use the Roughometer in the AASHO road test.
But, it became obvious very early, vrith the AASHO
Profilometer as a comparison, that the BPR Rough-
ometer was a variable instrument difficult to keep
in calibration. In work at the AÀSHO road test we
were not only involved in measuring the roughness of
all pavement with the AASHO Profilometer and in
developing and operating the BPR Roughometer, but we
also checked and calibrated at least six additional
roughometers from states such as Michigan, North
Dakota, Minnesota, and Wisconsin, which brought
their instruments to the road test for calibration
against the AASHO Profilometer for deter¡nining
serviceabil ity.

Basical-ly, the method involved the installation
of aluminum bars on the surface of a smooth rigid
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pavement to establish four separate test sections of
different but known roughness. The roughometers
could then be checked against thê standard sections
at any required tíme.

TRRL Pipe Calibration Course

Another artificial calibration technique has been
proposed and used by TRRL ín England. This concept
appears to have pronise for use as a calibrating
device or standardization method around the world.
Briefly, Lhe nethod involves the sel-ection of a
smooth, standard pavenent section approximately 300
m (985 ft) Iong. This smooth section becomes the
smoothest section in a series of cal-ibration sec-
tions. Subsequent rough sections are created by
adding artificial- bumps to the surface of the stan-
dard section by means of pipes that have an external
dianeter of 3.413 cm (1.344 in). A total of six
levels of roughness are created. Thus, the problem
of one-point calibration is aLleviated and yet the
calibrating agency need find only one smooth, rela-
tively unchanging pavement section. The absoLute
profile of this basic smooth standard sèction can
likewise be checked with precise rod and Levels on a
quarterly or semiannual basis, as necessary.

This nethod has great attraction and may be a
practical all-around method, but it also has pit-
falls that make it fall short for ultimate use. For
example, aII of Èhe roughness introduced in this way
is artifical roughness of a step-input nature,
whereas ¡nuch of the roughness in a normal road
profile is composed of a combÍnation of sinusoids.
As pointed out by Darlington (6), these real pro-
files leno the¡nselves to analysis by a variety of
analytical methods. The step-input roughness of the
TRRL calibration track does not yÍel-d to analysis so
readily. Nevertheless it is a practica] method and
a prime candidate for consideratíon. The other
major observation relates to use of the method. To
date it has been used pri¡narily as a calibration
tool for the towed one-wheel trail-er Bump Integrator
or BPR Roughometer-type device, and apparently works
well for this situation. The problens of using the
nethod on an automobile-mounted device, such as the
Mays lvleter, where all four wheels of the vehicle and
the resulting vehicle motions will become involved,
are yet to be deterrníned. Finally, as pointecl out
in the Bode plot or transfer function for the BPR
Roughometer, that the instruments respond and stay
calibrated in wavelengths from I.22 Eo 4.28 n (4 to
14 ft) does not tell us how they wilL respond at
other wavelengths. Note from the computer si¡nula-
tion of Darlington that the response of the instru-
ment to step-inputs should be on the first peak
( i.e., very short wavel-engths) . If some type of
resonance is generated in the measurement system,
say for roughness level six, then the mulÈiplication
amplitude could be even higher. Neverthefess, this
method certainly bears further evaluaLion.

Use of a Standard Device for Calibration

Probably the nost widely used nethod of calibration
and correlation has involved sone type of so-called
standard device. Really, this approach should be
divided into two parts. The first involves the
sel-ection of one repÌicate from a group of similar
devices being used and using this copy of the device
for calibration purposes, so that it presumably does
not wear out. I Ìíken this approach to gold plating
a crowbar. If you have two dozen crowbars and
sel-ect the one that appears to be more perfect in
shape and weight than any of the others and plate it
with gold as a reference, vrhat do you have? StiII a
crowbar, albeit a shiny and expensive one.
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The only validity of this approach is lack of
wear in routine usê. However, many of the errors we
must deal e¡ith do not result from r,¡ear alone. There
is little evidence that this type of standard device
has been successful in use for calibration and
correlation.

The second part involves the use of a master
device, which Ís itself calibratible or has a stan-
dard of accuracy that is perhaps a magnitude greater
than the other devices for which it is to be the
master control. The AASHO Road Test Profiloneter
vras such a device; it became â standard agaínst
which dozens of CHLOE Profilometers and BPR Rough-
ometers were calibrated during and soon afÈer the
AASHO road test. This approach is discussed bel-ow
as the Texas calibration course.

Use of Hydraulic Shaker Table

The ceneral- I{otors (cM) profilo¡neter was originally
devel-oped for obtaining road profile input that
could be fed into a vehicle-ride simulator for
testing vehicle suspensions at the cM proving ground
(20, 2Il. Some authorities think that a similar
approach can be used for inputting standard rough-
ness to a machine in an analyticaLly controlled
manner to calibrate other devices. This method
involves observing the responses in a laboratory of
a wheeLed measuring device that has a servo-con-
trolled hydraulíc ram resting under each wheel.
Known excitation is appl-ied through the hydraulic
rams to the device to determine its response. More
specifically, the wheels of the device are vibrated
by the shaker table in a manner to simulate opera-
tion of the device on each of a set of standard test
sections. Road profile data obtained with an in-
strument such as the GM profilometer are used to
drive the shaker tab1e. The profile data tape could
be used for any number of successive recalibrations
over any period of time and, in that sense, would
never change.

There is, of course, sone question abouÈ the
correspondence between readings obtained by using a
shaker table and roughness measurements obtained in
the field. The major source of discrepancy remains
in the fact that the vehicle is normally moving and
the wheels are rotating while measurements are being
rnade in the field but not while it is on a shaker
table. The dynamic versus static tire conditions
are of partícular concern. The Nationat Cooperative
Highway Research Program (NCHRP) has just conpleted
a research project that has investigated the shaker
table approach to cal-íbration of roughness devices,
fn general, this method does not seem feasible for
use worldwide because the shaker table is cumbersone
and expensive.

Texas Calibration Course with Surface Dynamics
Prof i lometer

The center for Transportation Research and the Texas
State DeparÈment of Higherays and Public Transporta-
tion use the Surface Dynamícs Profilometer (SDp) or
GM Profíl-ometer as a naster calibration device for a
series of lvlays Meters that are used routinely
throughout the state. This approach is reported by
wal-ker, Hudson, and Wil-liamson (9,L6,22). To some
degree, a similar approach has been taken by the
Michigan Highway Department, as reported by Holbrook
and Darlington (2!_). A similar approach is also
being taken at the present time ín the United Na-
tions Development program Brazil study (24). A SDp
was purchased and is used for ¡neasuring a set of
calibration sections. These sections are run reg-
ularly by four Mays Meters to ensure that their
calibration remain stable. A control chart proce-
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dure and regular check procedure similar to that
outlined by Willianson are followed.

Basically, Texas maintains a group of 25 pavement
sections that together exhibit a range of rough-
ness. Every three months the profile of each of
these sections is measured and analyzed wÍth the
SDP. fn this way a set of pavements with known
roughness is always avaitabl-e for use in checking
and calibrating any other roughness instrument. Any
instru¡¡ent that appears to be giving erroneous
readings is run regularly on severaf check sections
and the values are plotted on a typical control
chart. If a device is out-of-control on three or
four sections, it is thoroughly checked mechanicalJ-y
and recalibrated.

Rod and Level Surveys

Many people think Èhat it is possible to establish
vehicle roughness calibrations over standard pave-
ment sections by running control rod and level_
surveys of the calibration sections to see íf and
how their profiles are changing. There are two
basic problems associated with this methodol-ogy.
First, the response of the vehicle and most rough-
ness ¡neasuring instruments to a profile is an inte-
gration of everything the neasuring instrument sees
on the road surface. This is a continuous process
and not one that involves discrete points such as
are used in a rod and level survey. This problem is
magnified because even the best rnanual leveling
techniques make it expensive to rnake measurements of
test sections 300 rn (985 ft) Iong at spacings closer
than about 0.5 n (1.6 ft). Even in this case, a
total of 600 measuring points is required each time
a calibration section is checked.

Perhaps more difficult than the accuracy and the
detaifed problem outlined above is the need to
integrate and summarize and anaJ-yze the profile. To
date, Iittle has been done in this area. Recently,
we have investigated the use of second derivatives
of the profile to yield estimates of vertical accel-
erations present in the profile. A relationship
has, in turn, been devel-oped between vertical accel-
erations and serviceability index (SI).

Calculations are sínp1e and do not require a
large computer facility, as do existing profile
analysis methods, such as power spectral density,
Fourier transforn, and digíta1 filtering. Road
profile root-mean-square vertical accelerations have
a strong correlation with Mays Meter roughness
readings, and they have been employed successfully
as a Mays Meter cal-ibration standard in Texas (25) .
Figure 6 illustrates a very good agreement in terns
of SI fron l0 road surface profiles obtained by rod
and level method and the SDp. This plot also sug-
gests that road profile data from rod and level and

Figure 6.
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SDP are interchangeable and that rod and level can
be used to provide commonality among road roughness
scales currently in use.

CertainLy these discrete rod and leveI surveys
have some practical advantages, particularly in
developing countries where labor-intensive nethods
are econo¡nical-. It night be far more practical to
obtain detailed, discrete profiles with rod and
levels ofr say, 10 or l-2 pavement test sections on a
regular basis than to maíntain a high-technology,
expensive el-ectronic device for continuous profile
measurenents. Such a method will be practical if
data analysis techniques can be devel-oped and auto-
mated for easy use of the data.

Rating Pane.l Approach: Canadian Good Roads
Association

Immediatel-y following the AASHO road test, the
Canadian Good Roads Association wanted to put the
findings of the AASHO road test into practice. fn
order to do this, they thought it was essential to
run a cornpl-ete survey of the existing roughness of
their pavement system. They díd not agree totally
with the serviceability concept outlined at the
AASHO road test and they chose to develop a riding-
comfort index scale from 1 to 10. This index is
basically an evaluation of pavement riding qualíty
or roughness (26).

After they carefully established their riding
comfort index, a standard procedure was adopted by
using ã sma11 panel- of weIl-trained raters to go
fro¡n location to location and evaluate the riding
quality of these pavenents and record this riding
quality in a data management system. A great deal
of work has been done on rating scales and other
subjeetive evaLuation (1,I0,27-3q). There are some
shortconings to this approach, but it has the bene-
fits of being practical, relatively inexpensive, and
reasonably stable, although its detailed accuracy
may be questioned. This approach deserves further
cons iderat ion.

Standard Rating Panel

Although it is not in current use, I believe that
the concept of using a standard panel of pavement-
riding-quality raters to establish a tine-and-con-
ditíon-stable standard roughness scale offers prom-
ise as a practical- solution. Yoder and Milhous (18)
show in their studies of rating panefs and various
instrumentation that rating panels of 15 persons or
more are quite stable in predicting pavement ser-
viceability. since roughness is so highly corre-
lated with serviceability, there is Little doubt
that the panel would be equally stable in predicting
pavement roughness. Carey and Iríck (l) report
simil-ar results when comparing panels at the AASHo
road test, as do Roberts and Hudson (10,fÐ.

one major problern exists: What about panels from
different cultures? For exanple, a panel from the
United States rídes predoninately on paved roads.
Can it rate accurately on the sane scale used by a
panel from a developing country, who rides predomi-
nately on graveJ- roads? How could this dichotomy be
solved? If as many as three conmon ¡nembers could be
made availabfe to participate in panel ratings in
each of the najor areas of the world, then r believe
adequate geographic ând cuLtural stability could be
o btained.

this method will never have the precision or
detail of physical calibration; however¡ it could
help ensure that different classes or road roughness
are adequately separated with a good degree of
conf idence.
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Ul-timately, the best practical approach that can be
used to provide a GRI nay involve some combination
of the factors discussed above. For examplè, a GRf
could be set up that has a scale based on second
derivatives of a rod and Level profile such that,
for exa¡nple, the number of vertical accelerations
that exceed some specified value might be used as an
indicator of the GRI or roughness number. rn such
cases, the pavement sections might be surveyed with
a rod and level once or twice a year to provide
objective support for this subjective rating.

Major problems r^'ith the roughness rating approach
are the possibilities of cultural differences among
countries, as discussed above. There is consider-
abl-e concern that these cultural or historic differ-
ences, which are also, by the way, aggravated by
traditional types and quality of vehicles used,
woul-d affect any relationship devel-oped by a rating
scheme and thus would completèly invaLidate the
concept of relative ratings.

I feel, however, that, as suggested previously,
reasonablê roughness ratings could be esÈablished
and that the problem of comparing one rating panel
with another could be alleviated by ensuring that
basic rating panels, at least among major research
efforts, have at l-east t.hree members in co¡nmon in
the initial stages of developnent. These co¡nmon
members couLd be employees or advisors of the vlorld
Bank or other research personnel who would be in-
volved in one or more of the research projects and
who could visit the other activities to provide the
necessary commonality of ratings.

At the present time, no roughness measuring and
evaluation technique exists that alone is constant
enough to become the appropriate standard. The SDp
might be considered, but work in adopting and using
this instrument in BrazíI and in comparing it with
the Texas instrument manufactured I0 years ago shows
considerable difference in hardware and data prc-
cessÍng techniques. Many people feel we are on the
threshol-d of developing a noncontact probe to re-
place the road-following r.rheel. Thus, the standard
wouJ-d change agaín. Ir{any other exampl-es couLd be
cited, but for sinplicity fet it suffice to say that
no real standard exists.

Similar problems exist with the TRRL laser pro-
filorneter, the Swedish device, the auÈomatic road
anaJ-yzer (ARAN) unit, and others. All häve poten-
tial- but none has generality and stability at the
present time.

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The purpose of this paper has been to set forth
information on the elements of roadway roughness and
its ¡neasurement. As pointed out, the major probJ-em
associated with such use is the problem of providing
simple, direct, and relatively inexpensive roughness
neasurements that remain stable from day to day,
year to year, and country to country around the
world. A number of seemingly sinple devices exist,
but close examination of the devices in service, as
pointed out here, shovrs nany defíciencies in prac-
t ice.

Efforts should continue in this important area,
but a coordinated funded effort is needed to develop
the high quality of measurement equipnent and cali-
bration techniques required for regular effective
worldwide use. Support for this research effort is
strongly solicited.
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